Towards Personalized User Training for Secure Use of Information Systems
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Abstract: Information Systems (IS) represent an integral part of our lives, both in the organizational and personal sphere. To use them securely, users must be properly trained. The main problem is that most training processes still use the one-size-fits-all approach where users receive the same kind of learning material. In addition, personalized training may be a more suitable approach however a comprehensive process for IS user profiling and personalized IS user training improvement has not been introduced yet. This paper proposes a novel approach for personalized user training for secure use of IS to fill in this gap. The proposed approach focuses on three key dimensions (i.e., the personalization process, selection of training tools and materials, and participants) and is composed of five phases covering the identification of key IS security elements, IS user profiling and personalization of IS security training. It is scalable to all company sizes and aims to lower both the IS training costs and optimization of outcomes. As a side-effect, it also helps to lower user resistance to participation in IS security training.
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1. Introduction

The modern world is intertwined with computer-based Information Systems (IS), resulting in both a growing number of integrated devices and a growing number of IS users. Consequently, the attack surface of current IS and the number of cybersecurity incidents [30] leading to financial losses are also increasing [13] thus it is important to be able to address these cyber threats to IS [21]. Although there are several technical measures for ensuring information security available, such specialized mechanisms may not be enough [11]. It is therefore important that IS users are trained to use it securely [3].

Training and education for secure use of IS generally have the goal of providing various techniques to tackle or avoid cyber and Information Security (IS security) threats [1]. Several training approaches, such as serious games, themed awareness videos and virtual labs, exist [1]. Nevertheless, the vast majority of training approaches follow a one-size-fits-all strategy that considers all participants uniformly (e.g., all participants receive the same learning materials) [23]. Such approaches appear to be unsuitable as users tend to fail to use their training outcomes in practice [6]. IS users have varying levels of IS security knowledge, awareness and motivation depending on several factors, such as previous training, experience, personal traits, etc. It is therefore an especially challenging task to train all IS users in companies as a single mistake, such as a wrong click on an emailed link, by any company employee can in turn lead to a cybersecurity incident. Recent research suggests that IS security training could leverage IS user personalization (e.g., by considering IS user role, prior knowledge, barriers, learning style, IS security perception) to tackle these issues [23, 24]. Additionally, training for secure use of IS may be more effective with the personalization of training materials and the training approach itself [17].

Existing personalized training approaches however do not provide a comprehensive process for adapting IS security training to the context nor an in-depth methodology for IS user profiling or personalized training improvement. In addition, there is a lack of conceptual models that strive for pedagogical effectiveness [16]. In this paper, we propose a novel approach for personalized training for secure use of IS aiming to address these challenges. The proposed approach is theoretically based on three key dimensions (i.e., the personalization process, selection of training tools and materials, and participants). Five phases covering the identification of key IS security elements, IS user profiling and personalization of IS security training form the foundation of a comprehensive IS security training personalization strategy.

2. Related Work

In this section, we discuss the prior work related to personalized user training for secure use of IS. We
focus on the following two aspects: personalization of training materials and personalization of the training approach. Various terms, such as personalized, tailored, adapted and customized, are used interchangeably in existing research.

2.1. Personalization of Training Materials

In computer science, training materials can be described as learning tools for supporting effective training (e.g., textbooks, slides, video, tutorials, quizzes) [14, 19]. It however remains unclear how to most effectively carry out material-based training to achieve the best possible learning outcomes. Although there are several examples of cybersecurity training [28], personalization enabling the customization of training materials seems to be a perspective approach. Personalization in information systems research was initially focused on customer relationships in order to improve the user experience [10]. Personalization approaches for enriching the learning process with the help of information systems later emerged which enabled the development of skills process through e-learning [20]. The emergence of smart tools in learning environments [2] offered the prospect of a better concept of personalization. Mobile-game based learning [22] may be also beneficial especially considering the wide availability of mobile devices. It is only in the recent years that approaches started emerging for personalized training for secure use of information systems [1, 14].

Approaches adopting the broader educational personalization principles to improve IS security based on IS user characteristics (e.g., role, prior knowledge, barriers, learning style, IS security perception) can be found in the literature [23]. Nevertheless, it remains unclear how to implement these approaches in practice. In addition, these approaches were first extended with peer learning (i.e., less experienced IS users learn from their more experienced peers) and security champions (knowledgeable individuals motivated to transfer their knowledge) [24]. A key drawback is the lack of ability to ensure quality and effectiveness of personalized training.

2.2. Personalization of the Training Approach

Personalization of the training approach is a different paradigm from personalization of training materials since it focuses on the way in which training itself is delivered. The traditional teaching approach envisages the same kind of training for all participants. There are some newer training approaches that deliver relevant and high-quality personalized content through various media, such as cybersecurity education through live competitions (e.g., Hackathons, Blue Team/Red Team) and serious games. In live competitions and serious games, participants demonstrate knowledge and skills in real time and on practical examples. These approaches are however among the most organizationally and cost-intensive ones as all steps and pedagogical benefits must be carefully planned to provide the needed infrastructure, resources, evaluation criteria, etc., [16]. Other personalized training approaches include slow education (expert mentoring), online tutoring, virtual laboratories, learning by doing, videogames, etc., [7]. Video games have several levels of difficulty. For example, games that are distinctly mental (e.g., games where the player has to solve a puzzle to go to the next level), or shooting games with add-on IS security puzzles [4]. A key disadvantage of these approaches is that it is hard to clearly define training objectives and thus to determine their main contribution.

In addition to their outcome effectiveness, it is also important that training approaches are cost effective. Various algorithms [8, 17], intelligent tutoring systems [27], e-learning systems [25] and models of data analytics [5, 20] have been proposed to minimize the cost and complexity of training while considering training personalization. This enables the determination of the most adequate training approaches according to the organization and user needs in order to sustainably train IS users. Existing approaches however do not address the question whether a certain training investment will pay off or not (net outcome). Although cost effective training is a priority, it still needs to be focused to reach the needed outcomes.

3. Method

To formulate the proposed approach, inductive reasoning was employed to analyze the data from a variety of relevant scientific and professional literature reviewed. First, we determined the search keywords (e.g., information security and information systems) to reach relevant research on personalization of training in cybersecurity, information security and information systems in general. Next, we searched for the identified keywords in scientific databases web of science, Scopus, Google Scholar and IEEE Xplore. Journal and conference papers were collected according to their relevance of the studied topic. The literature review procedure was complemented by searching for gray literature found in the references of relevant papers. Finally, we formulated the proposed approach with a comparative analysis of the data retrieved from the gathered papers.

4. Formulation of the Proposed Approach for Personalized Training for Secure Use of Information Systems

To better present the topics covered by the training for secure use of IS, the term IS security element is used. An IS security element is any measure that increases the security of an IS if used adequately (e.g., secure
password, firewall, spam protection). Suitable training for all IS security elements is therefore needed for a reasonably secure use of an IS. In this section, we first present the three key dimensions that the proposed IS security training approach is based on. Next, we present the five phases of the proposed approach.

### 4.1. Theoretical Foundations of Personalized Information Systems Security Training

The proposed approach focuses on three key dimensions as presented in Figure 1. The personalization process, selection of training tools and materials, and participants. The personalization process focuses on two key personalization options. As it is possible to adapt both the training approach [7, 16, 24] and the IS security elements themselves. For example, the IS security element secure password can be addressed in two ways if users are not using secure passwords. Either the training is personalized to the participating IS users, their reasons for not using secure passwords (e.g., lack of knowledge, lack of motivation) and their relative attractiveness as a target (e.g., higher management IS users with broad IS access may need more personalized training to ensure they have adequate knowledge and motivation to use strong passwords while IS users with very restricted IS access may need only simpler and more cost-effective basic training), or the IS security element is first adapted itself (e.g., by requiring the users to use strong passwords) and then the training (if needed) tailored to fit it. The key goal of the selection of training tools and materials is to identify which training tools and materials are most compatible with individual participants or participant groups. For example, some IS users may prefer lectures in person, online live lectures, or learning by themselves without the help of a trainer. Participants are IS users who need IS security training due to several reasons, such as unawareness, lack of motivation, lack of knowledge, etc.

The IS security training is adapted to the needs of IS users. The proposed approach for personalized IS security training is based on a cost-benefit analysis. The cost-benefit analysis is a tool that helps decision-makers deciding whether to implement a new technology or service. It tries to determine if some investment in the present pays off in the future. A key concept of the cost-benefit analysis is Net Present Value (NPV):

\[
NPV = -K + \sum_{t=0}^{T} \frac{R_t - C_t}{(1+i)^t}
\]

\(K\) is the value of an investment at present (time 0), \(t\) is a certain point of time of an investment, \(R_t\) is the benefit return of an investment and \(C_t\) are ongoing costs at \(t\), and \(i\) is the discount rate [29]. The ideal NPV is positive or greater than zero. If most investments have a NPV greater than zero, prioritization of investments can be done (e.g., by implementing investments with the highest NPV) [29]. The cost-benefit analysis therefore enables the identification of an optimal IS security solution and its most effective implementation by gaining an insight into what which IS security elements are worthwhile and effective, and which are not. Overall, the personalization of IS security aims to reduce the costs of training, increase the motivation of participants for engaging in IS security training, and thus maximize the IS security training effectiveness.

We provide illustrative examples for demonstrating the value of the traditional (one-size-fits-all) training approach (NPV\textsubscript{trad}), and the personalized training approach (NPV\textsubscript{per}). Let's imagine that a company with 700 employees wants to train them in information security. Our calculations are based on the European Union (EU) average hourly rate (€ 28) [26], costs of traditional training (€ 10 per hour) [15], and average costs of a data breach (€ 3,000 per employee) [9]. We predict that costs of personalized training can be up to 50 percent higher than regular training (€ 15 per hour). \(C_t\) is calculated based on absenteeism costs (employees are absent from work due to training) and training costs. We assume that employees are absent for 5 hours during traditional training, and on average 2 hours during personalized training since they attend only training that is relevant for them. \(R_t\) is similar for both approaches as employees learn how to prevent and react in the case of a security accident. We assume that without proper security training there would be a data breach once every four years costing € 2,100,000. If security training is fully effective in preventing data breaches, its \(R_t\) is equal to average data breach costs per year (€ 525,000). \(K\) is calculated based on the average hourly rate. We assume that 2 hours are spent on the development of each personalized training (€ 39,200), while 16 hours are spent on preparation of traditional training (€ 448). Since it is not relevant for the purposes of these illustrative examples, we assume

---

Figure 1. Theoretical foundations of personalized information systems security training.
that $i = 0$. Finally, we assume $T$ is 3 meaning that we carry out three security training sessions per year.

Based on the above assumptions, we can calculate $NPV_{trad}$ and $NPV_{per}$ per year as follows.

$$NPV_{trad} = -448 + \sum_{t=1}^{3} \frac{175,000 - 133,000}{(1+0)^t}$$

$$NPV_{per} = -39,200 + \sum_{t=1}^{3} \frac{175,000 - 60,200}{(1+0)^t}$$

(2) (3)

The results demonstrate that $NPV_{per} = €305,200$ is considerably more cost effective than $NPV_{trad} = €125,552$.

4.2. A Personalized Information Systems Security Training Approach

The proposed approach is composed of five phases:

1. Identification of generic IS security elements.
2. Identification of case-specific IS security elements.
4. IS user profiling.
5. Adaptation of IS security training as presented in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. The proposed personalized information systems security training approach.](image-url)

Identification of generic IS security elements involves the identification of generic IS security elements from cyber and information security bodies of knowledge. This phase aims to build a comprehensive list of necessary IS security elements for both personal and business use of IS with the purpose of getting an overview of all potential IS security elements. This enables distinguishing between basic (i.e., all organization employees need them) and specialized (i.e., at least some employees need them, or they are outsourced) IS security competencies. A survey of both scientific and professional literature is needed in this phase. The key result of this phase is a list of generic IS security elements. The list needs to be regularly updated as IS security is a rapidly changing field.

Identification of case-specific IS security elements represents a logical upgrade of the first phase. It aims to identify the most relevant and important IS security elements for a specific IS. Interviews and/or surveys with all relevant stakeholders (e.g., information security officers, IT managers, system administrators) are needed to exclude non-important IS security elements and potentially identify elements that are not on the general IS security elements list.

Evaluation of case-specific IS security elements aims to assess the identified case-specific IS security elements from various perspectives determined as important by the key stakeholders. It provides the needed empirical grounds for the adaptation of IS security training based on IS security elements. For example, IS security elements are evaluated from technological (e.g., the impact of an element on the overall IS security), knowledge (e.g., IS users’ knowledge), behavioral (e.g., motivation of IS users to adequately use the element), or financial (e.g., training costs) viewpoint. Important dimensions of IS security elements are evaluated in a survey. Different stakeholders may be able to provide data for different perspectives. For example, system administrators may evaluate IS security elements from the technological viewpoint and training costs associated with them may be evaluated by the IT management.

IS user profiling aims to build profiles of (potential) IS security training participants by gathering various data on them (e.g., IS security knowledge, IS security value, preferred learning styles). A variety of methods, such as surveys, interviews, and studying IS and organizational documentation, can be used to gather the relevant quantitative and qualitative data on IS users. Heuristic strategies are used for analyzing collected data resulting in recommendations for improvement of IS security training.

Adaptation of IS security training aims to leverage the results of evaluation of case-specific IS security elements and IS user profiling to develop personalized training approaches. The training unit can be either an individual IS user (e.g., high-value IS user) or a group of IS users (e.g., IS users with similar IS security training needs and learning styles). The effectiveness of the adapted IS security training needs to be evaluated (e.g., knowledge gain, costs, participant satisfaction) to provide a feedback loop enabling its continuous improvement.
The proposed IS security training approach can be applied in an organization ad hoc as needed or introduced as a continuous process. However, it can deliver the most benefits due to process optimization only in the latter case. Process capability maturity models including cybersecurity capability models can be used as a benchmark to evaluate the current level of IS security training and its processes, and help setting goals and priorities for its improvements [18].

5. Conclusions

5.1. Possible Applications

Personalization is a concept that has been known in IS research for decades and is used to tailor processes and/or products to the specific needs of their users. In IS security, personalization has emerged only recently. A lot of effort is being invested in improving and finding ways to customize IS security training that would help the participants to achieve better learning outcomes and reduce the costs. The proposed approach for personalized IS security training is based on adapting both IS security elements and the training approach itself.

A key advantage of the proposed approach is its scalability. It can be used in very large companies with thousands of employees. In such settings, the training costs may be lowered due to executing training only for the important IS security elements and only for the participants that need it. Since IS security training may be needed continuously in such settings, IS security training process optimization would be beneficial and could further lower the costs of continuous IS security training. Even if IS security training is needed only periodically (e.g., medium and small companies), there are still several benefits of personalization besides training costs reduction related to focusing on important IS security elements only. The effectiveness of the training (e.g., better training outcomes, higher participant satisfaction) is ensured by IS user profiling which may also lower the user resistance to participation in IS security training as a side-effect. Although technology form the base of IS security, IS users are one of the key attack vectors for compromising an IS. Therefore, IS user profiling also enables companies to evaluate their current IS security level from the user perspective.

5.2. Limitations and Future Work

There are numbers of limitations and directions for future work that the reader should note when interpreting our work. First, this paper formulates a novel IS security training approach and discusses its implications and potential applications. Studies of applying the proposed approach in practice would be beneficial to support the ecological validity of the proposed approach. Second, future studies may focus on individual parts of the proposed approach, such as approaches for identifying case-specific IS security elements and evaluating them, or IS user profiling and building recommender systems. Third, comparative studies of personalization IS security training approaches may be beneficial although difficult to conduct in real-world scenarios. Fourth, physiological measurements [12] in learning could yield interesting results.
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